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Breathing



Introduction to Breathing

When we are babies we take deep belly breaths. Our diaphragm is located under our lungs, 
when we take a deep breath in air fills our lungs, our lungs press down on our diaphragm and 
our diaphragm pushes down making our belly expand creating more space for our lungs. Let’s 
try taking deep belly breaths! Grab your favorite toy (something that isn’t very heavy). Lay 
down on your back, place your toy on your belly. Take a nice deep inhale and as you do watch 
your toy go up. Now take a long exhale and watch as your toy goes down. Do this several 
times trying to make your toy go up higher each time. Once you have gotten your toy as long 
as you can try and lower your toy as slow as possible! Remember our toys are our friends and 
they are there to help us! Next time you need to relax grab your friend and try this exercise 
again. 



Animal Breaths
Try Clicking on an animal to learn how to breathe like them!



Mediatation
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Ocean



Cat



Cat Pose
 To get into cat pose come onto your hands 

and your knees. Take an inhale and on your 
exhale tuck your chin in towards your chest 
and round your back pushing your tummy 

towards your spine



Stress Scale

Very StressedHappy

Children will be prompted to pick the face that expresses 
the feeling most similar to how they are feeling



Very Stressed
 Child will be presented with tasks to change how 

they’re feeling. Yoga poses, meditations, 
breathing techniques and games. They will then 
be presented with the scale again and asked to 

select a new face. This process will continue 
until they reach a happy face!



Happy

AWESOME! To keep 
up this feeling I am 

going to tell my 
parents thank you for 

all that they do for 
me!



Body Map

Legs



Legs
 Child will be presented with a sequence of poses 

focusing on relieving tension from the legs, 
followed by a meditation for legs 
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